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WELCOME TO
OUR BRAND
Welcome to your very own NCOIS brand manual. This set of
guidelines should inform the creation of any service, product
or interaction developed for our brand. Our brand is part of the
University of Newcastle ‘NEW’. Synergies in both brand manuals
reflect our relationship.
NCOIS seeks ‘NEW PATHWAYS’ in the field of implementation
science, to optimise health prevention strategies in our
communities.

You as Brand Guardian

You are an important part of our brand guardianship, so support
our brand purpose, voice and elements, following this guide
yourself and encouraging others to open these pages also.
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Our Brand Vision
TOGETHER AT
NCOIS WE WILL
FORGE
‘NEW
PATHWAYS’

To GENERATE
new evidence
to inform our
knowledge base.

To BUILD
a workforce
highly skilled in
implementation

To TRANSLATE
knowledge
into policy and practice

To INFORM
training initiatives,
nationally and
internationally.

To FACILITATE
collaboration
within the
multidisciplinary
field of health
prevention.
To CO-PRODUCE
implementation
processes
to enable immediate use
of evidence by endusers organisations.
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OUR BRAND
BASICS
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OUR BRAND overview
The NCOIS brand is made up from a
suite of assets that allow us to build up a
recognisable visual language, while being
flexible enough to maintain consistency
across a variety of applications.

PURPOSE

To contribute to reducing the burden of chronic disease in our community.

LOGO

ARCHITECTURE
VOICE

Our brand is part of the University of Newcastle and at present, has zero sub-brands.
Our brand voice is synergistic with our master brand, University of Newcastle.
We speak with positivity and pragmatism, aiming to translate complexity to clarity.

COLOURS

TYPE

Headings                                                  Text

Arial BLACK

Calibri

IMAGERY
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OUR BRAND statement
BRAND PURPOSE ‘WHY’
To contribute to reducing the burden of chronic disease in our community.

BRAND VISION ‘WHERE’
To forge new pathways in the field of implementation science for chronic disease.

BRAND MISSION ‘WHAT’ (STEPS TOWARDS OUR VISION)
1. Build a workforce
2. Generate new knowledge
3. Translate knowledge into policy and practice
4. Inform training initiatives
5. Co-produce implementation processes
6. Facilitate collaboration

BRAND VALUES ‘HOW’ (UON VALUES)
EXCELLENCE We pursue the exceptional and strive for innovation
in our research, training and operating environment.
ENGAGEMENT We are deeply connected to the challenges and
opportunities in our regions and beyond.
EQUITY We are committed to widening participation, promoting diversity
and fairness, overcoming injustice and increasing success for all.
SUSTAINABILITY We are ethically minded and prioritise responsible
management of our environment and resources.
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OUR BRAND logo
Our NCOIS logo reflects the circular nature of
optimising knowledge-driven strategies. Evidence
is continually generated and optimised to create
an on-going process of improvement.
The hexagonal shape reminds us of mathematical
synergies found in origami, as science and nature
intersect at the optimal point for implementation
in practice.
And our colour palette reflects our master brand,
the University of Newcastle.
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OUR BRAND ARCHITECTURE
Brand architecture is the structure of related
brands which are connected to a master, which
for NCOIS, is the University of Newcastle. The
architecture also outlines the way in which we
interact with other brands in the structure.
We often collaborate with partner organisations,
however, they are not part of our brand
architecture, thus our logo may be shown beside
the partner logo. See ‘Collaboration’ section for
partner logo usage.

there are 0 sub-brands
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OUR BRAND voice
Our brand is a part of the University of Newcastle, and features similar attributes
to the University’s ‘NEW’ brand identity.
These include;
•

An optimistic voice, grounded in pragmatism.

•

A positive writing style.

•

An emphasis on clear, plain language.

SPECIFIC TIPS
•

Action-oriented and helpful rather than passive and formulaic.

•

Accessible information.

•

Complex issues should be translated into clear, plain language.

•

Jargon should become plain speak.

•

Research insights. No ‘click-bait’ language.

Lastly, a word about ‘NEW PATHWAYS’. Treat this as our primary use of the UON
‘NEW’ brand, a phrase not to be over-used, but to express our mission with a
subtle nod to ‘NEW’. Keep it special by using sparingly.
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OUR BRAND imagery
Our brand imagery is contemporary, clean and
up-lifting. Origami themes echoes our logo, an
intersection of science, mathematics and nature,
folding together to create optimised strategy.
Our imagery should reflect our vision; to
forge new pathways in the field of
implementation science for chronic disease. And
may also reflect the steps in our brand mission
to; build, generate, translate, inform, co-produce
and facilitate.
Featuring our brand colours, images are strong
and singular conveying our leadership, solidarity
and support for our staff, partners and associates.
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getting
technical
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OUR logo COMPOSITION
The NCOIS logo
The NCOIS logo is made up of two elements:
1.

The NCOIS icon

2.

The NCOIS name

The logo must always appear in the proportions shown,
no attempt should be made to redraw, stretch or distort
the logo in any way.
To ensure consistent usage of our brand identity, please
follow this guide and use professional suppliers and high
quality reproduction methods.
Clear space
Maintaining the specified clear space around the logo
is necessary to maximise its visibility. It is essential that
this recommended space remains free of all graphics
including images, type and other logos.

1. The NCOIS icon

2. The NCOIS name

height of inner hexagon

Minimum size
A minimum size has been set for the logo/icon to ensure
successful reproduction.
10mm
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OUR logo preferred format
preferred
horizontal full colour
format
The full colour format is to be used in all cases
where possible.

preferred full colour

full colour for dark
backgrounds

horizontal grayscale format
Alternatively the grayscale format is an option
if colour cannot be used in the project.

grayscale for light backgrounds

grayscale for dark backgrounds
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OUR logo FILE TYPE USAGE
Selecting the right logo for the
job

It is critical to always use approved master
artwork to maintain consistency and to retain
the integrity of the NCOIS identity. Never alter
or try to recreate the NCOIS logo.
If you need the logo in an appropriate file type
(as listed) please contact a member of the
NCOIS Team.
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FILE TYPE

Professional
Printing

Word,
Powerpoint

Web,
Email

Notes

EPS

Recommended for printers and designers for high
quality, clear reproduction. May not be used in
common programs such as Word and Powerpoint.

PNG

May be used in Word when a transparent
background is required.

JPG

Everyday use, not recommended for professional
printing other than inhouse.
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OUR logo incorrect usage
The NCOIS logo may not be redrawn or altered
in any way.
The following examples show how the
logo should not be reproduced.
Do not stretch or warp

Do not apply onto a background image so it becomes unreadable

Do not change colours

Do not apply onto a similar background colour
with insufficient contrast

approved master logo file
It is critical to always use the approved master
logo file to maintain consistency and to retain
the integrity of the NCOIS identity. Never alter
or try to recreate the NCOIS logo.
If you need the logo in an appropriate file type
please contact a member of the NCOIS Team.

My text here
Do not add text to the logo
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palette primary
Primary Colour Palette
There are three primary colours in the
NCOIS colour range, which form the most
recognisable elements of our brand.
To ensure accuracy in the reproduction of the
colour palette across a range of applications,
the most appropriate colour matching system
should be used (see table).

Colour reproduction
The colour chart shows the colour sets with
the relevant codes for each colour matching
system.
Please Note: NCOIS uses a CMYK preferred
approach for printed materials.
Please do not create a new CMYK or RGB
breakdown based on Pantone colours.
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Dark Blue

Light Blue

Grey

Black

Pantone

3506 C

299 C

Cool Gray 7 C

Black

CMYK

C91 M62 Y0 K0

C69 M11 Y0 K0

C0 M0 Y0 K50

C0 M0 Y0 K100

RGB

R17 G101 B176

R35 G175 B229

R147 G149 B151

R0 G0 B0

Hex

#1165B0

#23AFE5

#939597

#000000

System

Description

Application Print

Notes

Pantone

Spot colour for the most vibrant
colour reproduction when printing on
coated and uncoated stock

Used in offset printing
publishing applications.

Spot colour is best for bright, flat
colour (e.g stationery) and can be
used in conjunction with CMYK.

CMYK

Process colour breakdown for
printing full colour documents
on coated and uncoated stock.

Available in digital
printing and office
printer applications.

CMYK is best for images (e.g brochures)
and can be used in conjunction with Spot
colour.

RGB

Red, Green, Blue colour
breakdown for brightest on-screen
applications and presentations.

Used in most Microsoft
applications and screenbased
applications.

RGB colour cannot be
used for printing purposes.

Hex

Web-safe colours for closest
on-screen match.

Used in web development
applications.

Hex colour cannot be
used for printing purposes.

Can you read it?
Try to use colours as solids, however
tints or light colours can be applied
as backgrounds. Think about the
legibility of the colour combinations
and especially the contrast of text on
coloured backgrounds.
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typography
ARIAL BLACK
and calibri

These typefaces are provided with all Office software.

Arial Black
Typography
These fonts are to be used in all print and desktop documents
as well as correspondence produced for the NCOIS.

Font Application
Body copy:
Calibri should be used for all body copy at sizes ranging from
9pt to 10pt. Emphasis text at an appropriate size for impact.
Colour black or grey above 80%.
Headings:
Arial Black should be used for main headings in all caps or
sentence case. Sizing above 20pt using a branded colour or
black. Tracking of -10 to -50 can be used if total width of text
is too wide.
Sub headings:
Arial Black should used for sub headings in all caps or
sentence case. Sizing from 12pt to 14pt using a branded
colour or black. Tracking of -10 to -50 can be used if total
width of text is too wide.

ABCDEFGHIJKLMN
OPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqr
stuvwxyz123456789

Calibri

ABCDEFGHIJKLMN
OPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqr
stuvwxyz123456789

Sample Typography

Header

Use font size and colour to create hierarchy.

Subheaders can be bold and in
colour
Subheaders can be in colour.
Body Copy
Body copy should be Calibri.
Body copy example. Evelento tessimus re sed mo quostis dolest, consend
elendes sintur? Ad ut eserem ea velenis simaios alita ad maximet inulpa
voleseque con poreseque es ati dolupid elesequam fugit accumquos veri
re ese necupta quunti quos magnis as qui tem niam fugia.
Allow plenty of space before and after headings and between paragraphs
in body copy to ensure type is neat and legible.

Use scale for emphasis where appropriate.
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EXTRAS co-branding
Many partner and alliance co-branding instances
will require placing the NCOIS logo side-by-side
with another company’s logo in a “lockup”
format.
Each logo should be sized to be optically equal.
The left position of the lockup indicates brand
dominance in brand-neutral environments.

use inner hexagon to determine spacing

Using the full colour horizontal logo is preferred
in all instances ensuring a clear space of half the
icon width between seperator line and partner
logo.
The following examples show best arrnagement
with our current partners.
match height

The stacked logo should only be used for
co-branding where there is limited horizontal
spacing or the partner logo has a square/vertical
layout.
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imagery editorial
Use strong, singular images, zoomed in or cropped.

Preference sports equipment over players

Crisp, bright, saturated colours - preference brand palette

Preference unprocessed, unbranded food and drink
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imagery EDITORIAL
Sometimes foods may be used as examples

Preference diversity, without showing facial features.

Sedentary or screen-time may be used as examples

Preference healthy food and drinks where possible
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imagery MIS-USE
Shows full faces or legs
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Too culturally specific

Overly posed or staged
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ICONOGRAPHY
Our brand iconography includes TILE ICONS,
depicting the health prevention areas our studies
currently cover.

Contact the Centre Manager for details or if
further icons are required to be made.

Diet
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Physical acitivity

Weight status

Tobacco

Alcohol
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OUR BRAND
TEMPLATES
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TEMPLATES PRESENTATION
Presentations should be created in PowerPoint,
using the current NCOIS Template.

Slide
title
Slide title
Sub title
Sub
title

Contact the Centre Manager for details.

Text placeholder

PRESENTATION
PRESENTATION
TITLE
TITLE
PRESENTER NAME
Sub heading

Slide title
title
Sub title
Sub
title

QUESTION?
QUESTIONS?
PRESENTATION TITLE
PRESENTER NAME
Presenter contact details/email address
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TEMPLATES SOCIAL MEDIA
Social media icons are preferably set in blue.

DO
Ensure all icons are the same size.

Facebook

GooglePlus

LinkedIn

Instagram

Snapchat

Twitter

YouTube

Website

Phone

Reverse colour to white when using icons on coloured or
dark backgrounds.
Change colour to blue when using icons on a grey (80%
Black) background.

DON’T
Use as a major feature in your designs, only as a
complementary element.
Create your own icons. (If you can’t find an icon to suit,
contact the Centre Manager).
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TEMPLATES SIGNAGE
Existing banner designs are shown here. New
signage should be created with the direction of
the Centre Manager.

Contact the Centre Manager for details.

Attendee Name
Attendee Organisation

4 in x 2.5 in
Name Badge
(text editable within PDF template)

33.11 in x 80.91 in
Pull up Banner
(setup for Officeworks printing)
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extras
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research NAMING CONVENTIONS
Research studies should be named as part of the NCOIS brand.
When naming a study, consider the following protocols:

DO’S
•

NCOIS as the first word in the study title.

•

Short title or acronym

•

Similar name to related studies (same stream or the same
setting)

•

Use brand colours

•

Different font may be used to add character to your study
name, if required. But it is preferable to add character to
the promotional piece instead of the study title.

DON’TS
•

Should not become a brand, it’s a name only.

•

Should not have it’s own logo.

•

Should not be written in non-brand colours or non-brand
fonts.
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NCOIS + Short Study Title
or

NCOIS + Acronym
or with a font design:
(sample name shown)

NCOIS Childcare Menus
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